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Separate yourself from the packCompetition has never been more intense for admittance into the

nation's top law schools. The application essay represents your only chance to plea your case to

admissions officers. Why select you over so many other qualified applicants?Your essay needs to

do more than simply list your background and accomplishments. It must reveal the depth of your

passion for law, the discipline you bring to this demanding profession, and the strength of character

you possess for the ethical and moral challenges that lie ahead.Learn by exampleHarvard Law

School is one of the premier law schools in America. Every year, thousands of elite applicants try for

a few hundred slots. Of the dedicated few accepted, fifty-five have shared the application essays

that helped them make the cut.* Learn what works.* Structure your essay for maximum impact.*

Avoid common pitalls.Each essay is analyzed by the staff of the Harvard Crimson, Harvard's daily

newspaper, and accompanied by no-nonsense advice on crafting your own. 55 Successful Harvard

Law School Application Essays will give you all the help you need to write the essay that will get you

in.
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This is a good book to read if you are interested in seeing sample law school admissions essays. In

general, these essays are written at a high level of quality to which many law school applicants

would aspire.However, the title of this book is somewhat misleading. These essays are not

necessarily "successful" in the sense that they definitely helped the writers to get into law school;

these essays were submitted to the Harvard Crimson newspaper by their authors, not identified by

Harvard admissions officers as exceptional essays. Therefore, although these are the essays of

successful applicants, it is hard to say to what extent the essays factored into admissions decisions.

Based on the quality of the essays compared to the quality of the applicants (most of whom are

practicing lawyers with profiles posted online), I'd guess that other factors played a much stronger

role in the admission of many of these candidates.The quality of the commentary provided in this

book is also questionable. The reviewers are undergraduate student reporters, not admissions

officers, and in many cases their commentary is at odds with that provided by admissions officers on

law school web pages and in interviews. Further, the commentary is provided by multiple different

reviewers, and each has a different idea of what constitutes a good essay. If nothing else, one might

recall this diversity and feel comforted later, when some school unexpectedly offers up a rejection

letter -- admissions committees probably have opinions just as diverging as those of Harvard

undergraduates. In any case, I wouldn't use the opinions of these students, good writers though

they undoubtedly are, as a guide on how to craft a great essay for the very specific purpose of law

school admissions.

Inspiration, but nothing else. I really liked this book and it helped inspire me in my writing process,

but it gave me nothing else beyond that. The personal essay is just that, personal, and so, just note,

that this will not "write the essay for you" or give you skills over night. Just a helpful note from a

current law student to potential, future law students.

The best essays are clearly over the two page limit for Harvard

I bought these for my child. It is very informative. Every law student should have one. It reall y

helped her.

A wide variety of application essays that will help you in brainstorming topics for your own.



Useful book... Helped me not be so nervous about writing my own paper ...the commentary on the

essay was also very helpful

Long enough to be useful, short enough Tao be useful even when time crunch of law school

admission is on fault,borr

This book really helped me to write a great personal statement for law school that would stand out

among thousands of other applicants.
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